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CUBIC DIFFERENTIALS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
OF SURFACES
JOHN LOFTIN AND IAN MCINTOSH
Abstract. We discuss the local differential geometry of convex affine spheres
in R3 and of minimal Lagrangian surfaces in Hermitian symmetric spaces. In
each case, there is a natural metric and cubic differential holomorphic with re-
spect to the induced conformal structure: these data come from the Blaschke
metric and Pick form for the affine spheres and from the induced metric and
second fundamental form for the minimal Lagrangian surfaces. The local ge-
ometry, at least for main cases of interest, induces a natural frame whose
structure equations arise from the affine Toda system for a
(2)
2 . We also discuss
the global theory and applications to representations of surface groups and to
mirror symmetry.
1. Introduction.
Holomorphic cubic differentials naturally appear as the Pick form in the study of
affine spheres in R3, and also arise from the second fundamental form for minimal
Lagrangian surfaces in the symmetric spaces C2, CH2 and CP2. In each of these
cases, the natural metric (the Blaschke metric for affine spheres or the induced
metric for the minimal Lagrangian surfaces) can be given conformally by 2e2ψ |dz|2,
where ψ solves a semilinear elliptic equation of T¸it¸eica type
(1.1) 2ψzz¯ + ǫ|Q|2e−4ψ + λe2ψ = 0,
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for Q a holomorphic cubic differential on a simply-connected domain D ⊂ C. We
have the following cases for the signs ǫ and λ:
ǫ λ Surface Group G Application
−1 −1 minimal Lagrangian in CH2 SU(2, 1) almost Fuchsian
representations
−1 0 minimal Lagrangian in C2 AU(2)
special La-
grangian with
constant phase
−1 1 minimal Lagrangian in CP2 SU(3)
special La-
grangian cones
in C3
1 −1 hyperbolic affine sphere SL(3,R) Hitchin repre-
sentations
1 0 parabolic affine sphere ASL(2,R)
semi-flat Calabi-
Yau on S2
1 1 elliptic affine sphere SL(3,R)
SYZ geometry
near the “Y”
vertex
Here AU(2) means the affine group with linear part U(2). In each case (1.1) is the
zero-curvature equation for a principal G-bundle over the surface. This flat bundle
corresponds to a conjugacy class in the representation space Hom(π1Σ, G)/G, which
is a natural generalization of the classical Teichmu¨ller space when the surface Σ has
genus at least two: recall that Teichmu¨ller space is a connected component of the
representation space for G = PSL(2,R) consisting of the Fuchsian representations.
For λ = ±1, the structure equations for these surfaces are versions of the Toda
equations for a
(2)
2 , the affine Dynkin diagram for SL(3,C) with respect to its natural
outer automorphism. The local theory of these equations goes back to T¸it¸eica
(Tzitze´ica) [75, 76, 77], who first developed a hyperbolic analog of this system (as
the structure equations for what is now known as an indefinite proper affine sphere
in R3). The remaining cases with λ = 0 are completely integrable in that one can
easily represent all solutions in terms of holomorphic data.
This chapter is broken into two main parts, on local and global theory. In
the local theory, the underlying integrable systems work much the same and are
insensitive to changing the signs ǫ and λ. In the second part, the global theory is
much more dependent on the signs, as solving (1.1) on a Riemann surface often
depends on the maximum principle.
The point of view we take in this chapter is to focus on global solutions of (1.1)
over a hyperbolic Riemann surface. The most successful theory in this regard has
been that of the hyperbolic affine spheres. On a compact Riemann surface with
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background hyperbolic metric and cubic differential, there is a unique associated
Blaschke metric. Together with Cheng-Yau’s powerful classification theorem for
complete hyperbolic affine spheres [17, 18], this gives a parametrization of the space
of all convex RP2 structures on the underlying surface, and the Hitchin component
of representations of the fundamental group into SL(3,R) [45, 47, 54, 80, 21, 39].
Note the signs ǫ = 1 and λ = −1 are both good for using the maximum principle.
We also discuss various applications of these equations. We discuss the geom-
etry of minimal Lagrangian surfaces in CH2 and almost Fuchsian representations
into SU(2, 1) in Subsection 3.3.2, while we explain the special Lagrangian property
of minimal Lagrangian surfaces in C2 in 2.6.2. The relationship between two-
dimensional affine spheres to the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture for Calabi-Yau
three-folds are recounted in 3.5 below, as are special Lagrangian cones in C3 de-
rived from minimal Lagrangian surfaces in CP2. The geometry of hyperbolic affine
spheres and relations to convex RP2 surfaces and Hitchin representations are cov-
ered in 3.1.
The equation (1.1) can also be tackled using methods derived from integrable
systems theory. In the broadest sense this means local solutions can, in principle,
be found using loop group factorization methods such as those described in [23].
These are not very informative in the general case, but when Q is constant and
G = SU(3), all doubly periodic solutions of (1.1) can be constructed using these
methods since (1.1) becomes a version of the Toda field equations: see, for example,
[66] and references therein. In that case, the doubly periodic solutions can be
written down explicitly using abelian functions on an auxiliary Riemann surface
called the spectral curve. Since these solutions only apply to minimal tori in CP2,
we will not say much about them here.
Four of these six equations (all three affine spheres and minimal Lagrangian
surfaces in CP2) are dimension reductions of special cases of special Lagrangian
submanifolds of Calabi-Yau 3-folds. The affine spheres in particular have been
useful in constructing models for the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture in mirror
symmetry [73, 63, 60, 61].
We thank the referee for useful comments.
A remark on notation. In attempting to give a unified treatment of several differ-
ent differential geometric objects on surfaces, it is perhaps inevitable that we have
run into minor inconsistencies in terms of normalizing constants. In particular, we
have chosen constants for the metric and cubic differential to simplify the presenta-
tion of the Toda theory, since that is a unifying principle behind this work. These
conventions differ from those the first author has made for affine spheres in the past.
In particular, the presentation here of the Blaschke metric in local coordinates and
of the cubic differential differ by constant factors from those in e.g. [54, 63, 62, 60].
See Subsection 2.1.5 below. Moreover, we discovered a conversion error in passing
between the local and global equations in [58] which is corrected here. To translate
between that paper and here, the cubic differential called U there is Q/2
√
2 in our
notation here.
2. Local theory.
2.1. Affine spheres.
2.1.1. A first example. T¸it¸eica first defined a surface closely related to our problem.
This surface is nowadays called an indefinite proper affine sphere, and involves
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neither a Riemann surface structure nor a cubic differential. On the other hand,
the essential integrability properties are still in place, and T¸it¸eica’s early work
should be considered as the founding texts for this topic.
We very briefly recount the theory of indefinite proper affine spheres; see e.g.
Simon-Wang [72] or Bobenko-Schief [7] for modern treatments. On a simply con-
nected domain D ⊂ R2, let a function w satisfy T¸it¸eica’s equation
(2.1) wxy + e
−2w +Kew = 0,
for K a constant. Then there exists an indefinite affine sphere whose Blaschke
metric is 2ew dx dy with constant affine mean curvature K. T¸it¸eica’s equation (2.1)
is the integrability condition for the structure equations of the affine sphere. We
will not go into the geometry in this case, as we develop the case of convex affine
spheres in detail below.
2.1.2. Affine differential geometry. Affine differential geometry is the study of the
differential-geometric properties of hypersurfaces in Rn+1 which are invariant under
unimodular affine actions of Rn+1. These invariants are not obvious at first glance,
as the usual notions of length and angle in Rn+1 are not valid. One way of accessing
the theory is through the affine normal , which is a third-order transverse vector
field to a C3 hypersurface in Rn+1.
In order to define the affine normal, we first discuss the affine geometry a trans-
verse vector field generates on hypersurface in Rn+1 (see e.g. Nomizu-Sasaki [67]).
Let f : H → Rn+1 be an immersion and ξ˜ : H → Rn+1 a transverse vector field
to f(H). For any smooth vector fields X,Y on H , push them forward by f∗
and locally extend f∗X , f∗Y and ξ˜ to smooth vector fields on Rn+1. Then ap-
ply the standard connection D on Rn+1 and at a point x ∈ H , use the splitting
Tf(x)R
n+1 = f∗TxH + 〈ξ˜(x)〉 to find
Df∗Xf∗Y = f∗(∇˜XY ) + h˜(X,Y )ξ˜,
Df∗X ξ˜ = −f∗(S˜(X)) + τ˜(X)ξ˜.
One can easily check that ∇˜ is a torsion-free connection, h˜ is a symmetric tensor, S˜
is an endomorphism of TH and τ˜ is a one-form on H , and that all are independent
of the extensions. Note that D depends only on the affine structure on Rn+1. Below
we suppress the f∗ from the notation.
Now assume f is convex, or equivalently assume h˜ is definite for every transverse
ξ˜. The affine normal ξ can be defined by the following requirements:
• h is positive definite.
• τ = 0.
• For each frame of tangent vectors X1, . . . , Xn,
det
Rn+1
(X1, . . . , Xn, ξ)
2 = det
1≤i,j≤n
h(Xi, Xj).
The first condition means that ξ points inward (so that H and ξ lie on the same
side of the tangent plane). Moreover, if h˜ is not definite but still nondegenerate, we
can still define the affine normal up to a choice of orientation in a similar manner.
The affine structure equations are then
DXY = ∇XY + h(X,Y )ξ,
DXξ = −S(X).
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In this case, ∇ is called the Blaschke connection; h is the affine second fundamental
form, Blaschke metric, or affine metric; and S is the affine shape operator or affine
third fundamental form.
Let ∇ˆ be the Levi-Civita connection for the metric h. Then the cubic tensor , or
Pick form, is defined to be C = ∇ˆ − ∇. (This sign convention is that of [62], not
that of [59]). In index notation, we write Cijk. It is immediate that C is symmetric
in the bottom two indices. Moreover, C satisfies the following apolarity condition
Lemma 2.1. Ciij = 0.
Proof. This follows from the structure equations and the definition of ξ. If we
consider f to be a coordinate immersion, let Γkij denote the Christoffel symbols of
h, and use a comma to denote covariant derivatives with respect to h, we find
f,ij =
∂2f
∂xi∂xj
− Γkijf,k = −Ckijf,k + hijξ.
Now compute using the definition of ξ:
0 = ∇ˆj det(f,1, . . . , f,n, ξ)
= det(f,1j, . . . , f,n, ξ) + · · ·+ det(f,1, . . . , f,nj , ξ) + det(f,1, . . . , f,n, ξ,j)
= det(−Ci1jf,i, . . . , f,n, ξ) + · · ·+ det(f,1, . . . ,−Cinjf,i, ξ) + 0
= −Ciij det(f,1, . . . , f,n, ξ).

Lemma 2.2. Cℓijhℓk = Cijk is totally symmetric.
Proof. We have already seen that Cijk = Cjik. To show the remaining symmetry,
take the third covariant derivative of f :
f,ijk = −Cℓij,kf,ℓ − Cℓijf,ℓk + hijξ,k
= −Cℓij,kf,ℓ + CℓijCmℓkf,m − Cℓijhℓkξ − hijAℓkf,ℓ.
The difference f,ijk − fikj involves curvature terms of the form Rℓjkif,ℓ, which lie
entirely in the tangent space to f(H). Thus the part of f,ijk − fikj in the span of
ξ is 0. 
The other main fact about the cubic tensor is the following result of Maschke,
Pick, and Berwald:
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a smooth hypersurface in Rn+1 whose second fundamental
form is nondegenerate. Then H is a subset of a hyperquadric if and only if Ckij = 0
identically.
2.1.3. Affine spheres. Now that the basic affine differential invariants have been
introduced, we can define the affine spheres. Recall that one of the first invariants
in the Euclidean geometry of hypersurfaces is the unit normal vector. A Euclidean
sphere can then be defined as a hypersurface all of whose normal lines pass through
a single point, the center. An affine sphere can be defined in the same way: A
proper affine sphere is a hypersurface in Rn+1 all of whose affine normal lines pass
through a single point in Rn+1, called the center. If the affine sphere is locally
convex, the proper affine spheres split into two types: hyperbolic affine spheres , all
of whose affine normals point away from the center, and elliptic affine spheres , all
of whose affine normals point toward the center. We also define an improper affine
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sphere as a hypersurface in Rn+1 all of whose affine normal lines are parallel. An
improper affine sphere which is locally convex is called a parabolic affine sphere.
It is not easy to write down affine spheres except in highly symmetric examples.
As mentioned above, the easiest examples are hyperquadrics in Rn+1. In particular,
ellipsoids are elliptic affine spheres: a round sphere in Rn+1 is clearly an elliptic
affine sphere by symmetry, and ellipsoids are affine images of round spheres. Elliptic
paraboloids are parabolic affine spheres, and a sheet of an elliptic hyperboloid is a
hyperbolic affine sphere.
There is another prominent homogeneous example of hyperbolic affine spheres
which goes back to T¸it¸eica in dimension 2 [76], and is due to Calabi in higher
dimensions [13]. In the first orthant {xi > 0} ⊂ Rn+1, the level set L = {xi >
0,Πix
i = 1} is a hyperbolic affine sphere.
The structure equations for affine spheres become
DXY = ∇XY + h(X,Y )ξ,
DXξ = −λX,
for λ a real constant. An affine sphere is improper if and only if λ = 0. Elliptic
affine spheres have λ > 0, while hyperbolic affine spheres have λ < 0. By scaling,
we assume λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. It is also useful to translate so that proper affine spheres
have their centers at the origin. In this case ξ = −λf for f the immersion. For
improper affine spheres, we may apply a linear map to ensure that ξ is the last
coordinate vector.
2.1.4. Monge-Ampe`re equations. Affine spheres can be parametrized by solutions
to Monge-Ampe`re equations. In particular, we find an equation for a proper affine
sphere with center at the origin and λ = ±1. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain, where Rn is
considered as an affine subspace Rn×{1} ⊂ Rn+1, and let u : Ω→ R be a function,
and consider the radial graph of λ
u{
f(t) =
λ
u(t)
(t, 1) : t ∈ Ω
}
.
Compute using ξ = −λf that
∂f
∂ti
= −ui
u
f +
λ
u
(ei, 0),
∂2f
∂ti∂tj
= −uij
u
f − ui
u
∂f
∂tj
− uj
u
∂f
∂ti
,
hij = λ
uij
u
,
det
(
∂f
∂t1
, . . . ,
∂f
∂tn
, ξ
)
= − λ
n
un+1
.
So the equation for f to be an immersion of a proper affine sphere is
detuij =
(
λ
u
)n+2
.
The story for parabolic affine spheres is similar. We set ξ = en+1, the last
coordinate vector, and consider the ordinary Cartesian graph f(t) = (t, u(t)) for
t ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn. Then it is straightforward to check that f is an immersion of a
parabolic affine sphere if and only if detuij = 1.
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2.1.5. Two-dimensional affine spheres. For convex affine spheres, the affine metric
is positive-definite, and thus it provides a conformal structure in dimension two. In
this case, the cubic tensor can be identified with a holomorphic cubic differential
[80, 72]. We now derive the structure equations for these affine spheres.
Choose z = x + iy a local conformal coordinate with respect to h, so that
h = 2e2ψ|dz|2. (This convention for the metric is not the same as that in [54, 62, 55]
– where h = eψ|dz|2 is used instead; the present convention is more convenient for
the Toda theory.) Parametrize the affine sphere by f : D → R3, where D is a simply
connected domain in C. Since { 1√
2
e−ψfx, 1√2e
−ψfy} is an orthonormal basis of the
tangent space, the affine normal satisfies
det(e−ψfx, e−ψfy, ξ) = 2,
which implies
det(fz , fz¯, ξ) = ie
2ψ.
The affine structure equations become
DXY = ∇XY + h(X,Y )ξ,
DXξ = −λX.
Consider the coordinate frame {e1 = fz = f∗( ∂∂z ), e1¯ = fz¯ = f∗( ∂∂z¯ )}. Then
h(fz, fz) = h(fz¯, fz¯) = 0, h(fz, fz¯) = e
2ψ.
Let θ be the matrix of connection one-forms for ∇
∇ei = θji ej , i, j ∈ {1, 1¯}.
If θˆ is the matrix of connection one-forms of the Levi-Civita connection, then
θˆ11¯ = θˆ
1¯
1 = 0, θˆ
1
1 = ∂ψ, θˆ
1¯
1¯ = ∂¯ψ.
The difference ∇ˆ − ∇ is the cubic tensor.
θˆjℓ − θjℓ = Cjℓkρk,
where {ρ1 = dz, ρ1¯ = dz¯} is the dual frame of one-forms. The apolarity condition
is then
C11k + C
1¯
1¯k = 0, k ∈ {1, 1¯},
which, upon lowering the indices, implies
C1¯1k + C11¯k = 0.
Since the cubic tensor is totally symmetric, this implies all components of C must
vanish except C111 and C1¯1¯1¯ = C111. This discussion completely determines θ:(
θ11 θ
1
1¯
θ1¯1 θ
1¯
1¯
)
=
(
2∂ψ Q¯e−2ψdz¯
Qe−2ψdz 2∂¯ψ
)
for Q = C 1¯11e
2ψ (this convention for the cubic differential is half the corresponding
quantity U in [54, 62, 55]).
SinceD is the standard connection on R3, we have for exampleDfzfz = D ∂
∂z
fz =
fzz. The structure equations then become
fzz = 2ψzfz +Qe
−2ψfz¯,
fz¯z¯ = Q¯e
−2ψfz + 2ψz¯fz¯,
fzz¯ = e
2ψξ.
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Then, together with the first-order equations ξz = −λfz, ξz¯ = −λfz¯, we get a
first-order linear system in fz, fz¯ and ξ:
∂
∂z

 fzfz¯
ξ

 =

 2ψz Qe−2ψ 00 0 e2ψ
−λ 0 0



 fzfz¯
ξ

 ,
∂
∂z¯

 fzfz¯
ξ

 =

 0 0 e2ψQ¯e−2ψ 2ψz¯ 0
0 −λ 0



 fzfz¯
ξ

 .
Given initial conditions for the frame {fz, fz¯, ξ} at z0 ∈ D, the linear system
has a unique solution as long as the mixed partials commute (this can be traced
back to the Frobenius Theorem). In other words, we require (fzz)z¯ = (fzz¯)z and
(fz¯z¯)z = (fzz¯)z¯ . This becomes
0 = 2ψzz¯ + |Q|2e−4ψ + λe2ψ ,(2.2)
0 = Qz¯.
It is also easy to check that Q transforms as a cubic differential under holomorphic
coordinate changes. Altogether, we have shown:
Theorem 2.4. Fix λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Let D ⊂ C be a simply-connected domain,
Q is a holomorphic cubic differential on D, ψ : D → R satisfies (2.2) z0 ∈ D,
and ξ0, f0 ∈ R3, a ∈ C3 so that det(a, a¯, ξ0) = ie2ψ(z0). Then there is a unique
immersion of an affine sphere f : D → R3 so that
f(z0) = f0, ξ(z0) = ξ0, fz(z0) = a, fz¯(z0) = a¯,
the pullback under f of the Blaschke metric and cubic form are e2ψ|dz|2 and Qdz3
respectively. The affine sphere is hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic if λ = −1, 0, 1
respectively.
We typically assume for parabolic affine spheres (λ = 0) that ξ0 = e3, which
implies ξ = e3. For hyperbolic (λ = −1) and elliptic (λ = 1) affine spheres, we
assume f0 = −λξ0, which implies f = −λξ.
2.1.6. Dual affine spheres. For each of these definite affine spheres, there is a dual
affine sphere of the same type which is related to the Legendre transform. Given a
smooth convex function s = s(x1, . . . , xn), the Legendre transform s∗ of s is given
by the formula
s∗ + s = xi
∂s
∂xi
.
With respect to the variables yi =
∂s
∂xi
, s∗ is a convex function. The duality extends
to the Monge-Ampe`re equation
det
∂2s
∂xi∂xj
= 1 ⇐⇒ det ∂
2s∗
∂yi∂yj
= 1.
Therefore, the Legendre transform takes a parabolic affine sphere given by the graph
{(x, s(x)} where x ∈ Rn to a parabolic affine sphere in the dual space {y, s∗(y)},
where y ∈ Rn and Rn is the dual vector space to Rn.
For proper affine spheres, the duality is through the conormal map. For a hy-
persurface L ⊂ Rn+1 transverse to the position vector, the conormal map N : L→
Rn+1 is given by N(x) = ℓ, where ℓ : x 7→ 1 and ℓ : TxL → 0. The conormal map
is naturally related to the Legendre transform (see e.g. [56]), and hyperbolic and
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elliptic affine spheres are taken by the conormal map to affine spheres of the same
type.
The duality in each of these cases is an isometry of the Blaschke metric, and
takes the cubic form C 7→ −C.
2.2. Harmonic maps and minimal surfaces. There is an intimate link between
harmonic maps of surfaces and holomorphic differentials, which has its origin in the
notion of the Hopf differential of a surface in Euclidean R3. The Hopf differential is
a complex quadratic differential (of type (2, 0)) on the surface built from its second
fundamental form, and it is holomorphic precisely when the surface has constant
mean curvature (equally, by the Ruh-Vilms theorem, when its Gauss map is a
harmonic map). In that case the Gauss map induces a closely related holomorphic
quadratic differential, a scalar multiple of the Hopf differential, which vanishes
precisely when the mean curvature is zero (i.e., when the surface is minimal) or
when the surface is totally umbilic. This is the simplest example of a more general
theory for harmonic maps of surfaces which explains the appearence of quadratic,
cubic, and higher order, holomorphic differentials.
To summarize this theory, let (Σ, γ) be a closed Riemannian surface and (N, g)
a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. The harmonic map equations are the
condition that a C2 map f : Σ→ N is a critical point of the Dirichlet energy
(2.3) E(f) = 12
∫
Σ
‖df‖2 volγ , ‖df‖2 = trγ f∗g.
Let us restrict our attention to the case of immersions. This functional is closely
related to the area A(f) of Σ in the induced metric f∗g: when f is an isometric
immersion, γ = f∗g and E(f) = A(f). Indeed, in this case A(f) and E(f) satisfy
the same Euler-Lagrange equations (although this does not follow simply from
E(f) = A(f), since the variations for the former must preserve the metric γ, while
those for the latter do not). The cleanest way to think of the Euler-Lagrange
equations is via the second fundamental form of the map f , which is the symmetric
tensor
∇df(X,Y ) = ∇gXf∗Y − f∗(∇γXY ), X, Y ∈ Γ(TM).
This takes values in f−1TN . It generalizes the usual notion of the second funda-
mental form in submanifold theory, with which it agrees when γ = f∗g. Taking
its trace with respect to γ gives the tension field τ(f) = trγ ∇df : this agrees with
the mean curvature of f when γ is the induced metric. Given a smooth compactly
supported vector field V ∈ Γ(f−1TN), the first variation is
δEV (f) = −
∫
Σ
g(V, τ(f)) volγ .
The map f is harmonic when τ(f) = 0. This is a (typically nonlinear) generalization
of the Laplace equation (with which it agrees when f : Σ→ R): it is second order,
quasi-linear and elliptic.
When Σ is a surface, it is easy to show that E(f) is invariant under conformal
changes of γ, so the Euler-Lagrange equations depend only on the complex structure
Σ obtains from its metric γ. Further, on a surface every metric is locally conformally
flat, i.e., there exist about every point local coordinates (x, y) for which γ = σ(dx2+
dy2) for some positive function σ. Thus z = x + iy is a local complex coordinate
on Σ. The next result shows that the harmonic map equations for f : Σ → N are
a form of Cauchy-Riemann equation for df(∂/∂z).
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Lemma 2.5. Let f : (Σ, γ) → (N, g) be a C2 map from a surface, and let z be a
local complex coordinate with γ = σ|dz|2. Then
(2.4) τ(f) = 4σ−1∇g
Z¯
f∗Z,
where Z = ∂/∂z. In particular, f is harmonic if and only if ∇g
Z¯
f∗Z = 0.
2.2.1. Quadratic differentials. The eigenspaces of the complex structure on Σ give
the type decomposition of TΣC into T 1,0Σ⊕T 0,1Σ. When we extend f∗g complex-
linearly to TΣC it has a type decomposition:
f∗g = (f∗g)2,0 + (f∗g)1,1 + (f∗g)0,2.
The map f will be weakly conformal (i.e., f∗g = sγ for some non-negative function
s) precisely when f∗g has type (1, 1), i.e, when (f∗g)2,0 = 0. By the previous
lemma and the remarks above it, f(Σ) will be a minimal surface (i.e., will have
vanishing mean curvature) whenever it is a conformal harmonic map. When f is
only weakly conformal, we will say it is a branched minimal immersion. We are
now in a position to see the source of the quadratic holomorphic differentials in
harmonic surface theory.
Corollary 2.6. Let f : (Σ, γ)→ (N, g) be a harmonic immersion of a surface, then
f∗g2,0 is a holomorphic quadratic differential on Σ. In particular, every harmonic
2-sphere is a (possibly branched) minimal 2-sphere.
The proof is short and makes perfectly transparent how holomorphicity follows
from the previous lemma.
Proof. In a local conformal coordinate z on Σ we note that, for Z = ∂/∂z,
(f∗g)2,0 = g(f∗Z, f∗Z)dz2.
Now
Z¯g(f∗Z, f∗Z) = 2g(∇gZ¯f∗Z, f∗Z),
which vanishes when f is harmonic. Since there are no non-zero holomorphic differ-
entials on the Riemann sphere, every harmonic map of the sphere must be weakly
conformal. 
For an immersed surface ϕ : Σ→ R3 with Gauss map f : Σ→ (S2, g) and second
fundamental form II, this differential (f∗g)2,0 is related to the Hopf differential II2,0
of ϕ by
(f∗g)2,0 = 1√
2
HII2,0,
where H = 12 tr II is the mean curvature. In particular, H is constant when f is
harmonic and in that case we may deduce (when H 6= 0) that the Hopf differential
is also holomorphic.
2.2.2. Cubic differentials. To describe the appearance of holomorphic cubic differ-
entials we will restrict our attention to the case where (N, g, J) is a Ka¨hler manifold
with Hermitian metric h(X,Y ) = g(X,Y )− ig(JX, Y ). In that case we have a type
decomposition for both TΣC and TNC. For f : Σ→ N define
∂f : TΣC → T 1,0N ; ∂f(Z) = df(Z)1,0 = 12 (df(Z)− iJdf(Z)).
Since TN ≃ T 1,0N we can view h as a Hermitian inner product on this bundle,
with corresponding connection on f−1T 1,0N . The harmonic map equations for f
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can be written ∇Z¯∂f(Z) = 0. Now define a quadratic and a cubic differential on
Σ by
Q2 = h(∂f(Z), ∂f(Z¯))dz
2, Q3 = h(∇Z∂f(Z), ∂f(Z¯))dz3,
where Z = ∂/∂z for a local complex coordinate z on Σ. Although this definition is
local, it does indeed extend globally. Notice that Q2 is, up to a factor of 2, f
∗g2,0.
So it vanishes when f is a branched minimal immersion.
Theorem 2.7. When f : Σ→ N is a branched minimal immersion into a Ka¨hler
manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature, Q3 is a holomorphic cubic
differential.
Remark 1. As stated this result is due to Wood [81]: Q2 and Q3 are the first two
in a sequence of differentials Qk obtained by taking higher covariant derivatives of
∂f , and Qk is holomorphic when Qj = 0 for all j < k. This was known earlier for
maps into CPn by Eells & Wood [27] and Chern & Wolfson [19]. The idea has its
origin in the work of Calabi [12] on the construction of holomorphic differentials
related to minimal surfaces in Sn, but in that case the differentials are all of even
degree, and so no cubic differentials arise. Burstall [9] gives an exposition of this
which contrasts the case of maps into spheres with maps into complex projective
spaces.
2.3. Minimal Lagrangian surfaces in Ka¨hler 4-folds. In the case where (N, g, J)
is a Ka¨hler manifold with n = 4, with Ka¨hler form ω = g(J , ), one can look in
particular at Lagrangian immersions f : Σ → N , i.e., look at the condition that
f∗ω = 0 (equally, JTΣ = TΣ⊥ in f−1TN). It is well-known that in this situation
the cubic tensor
C(X,Y,W ) = g(IIf (X,Y ), Jf∗W ) = −ω(IIf (X,Y ), f∗W ), X, Y,W ∈ Γ(TΣ),
is totally symmetric. This carries all the information of the second fundamental
form IIf , since IIf takes values in the normal bundle. When we extend C complex-
multilinearly to T 1,0Σ we obtain a cubic differential C3,0. The next result shows
that when f is minimal this essentially equals Q3.
Lemma 2.8. Let f : Σ → N be a branched minimal Lagrangian immersion into
a Ka¨hler 4-fold. Then C3,0 = iQ3, and the shape operator Af : TΣ⊥ → End(TΣ)
has norm ‖Af (ξ)‖ = ‖Q3‖/
√
2 for any unit normal vector field ξ ∈ Γ(TΣ⊥).
Proof. Let X = ∂x, Y = ∂y, Z =
1
2 (X − iY ) for a local complex z = x+ iy on Σ.
Then
(2.5) Q3 = Qdz3, Q = h(∇Z∂f(Z), ∂f(Z¯)).
Write the metric γ = f∗g in local coordinates as γ = σ|dz|2. Then
‖Q3‖2 = 8|Q|
2
σ3
.
To compute (2.5) we recall that the expression for h on T 1,0N is related to its
definition on TN by
h(V,W ) = h(V + V¯ ,W + W¯ ), V,W ∈ T 1,0N.
Now, since ∇ commutes with J ,
∇Z∂f(Z) = (∇Zf∗Z)1,0, ∂f(Z¯) = (f∗Z¯)1,0
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and for any A,B ∈ TN it is easy to check that
(A+ iB)1,0 + (A+ iB)1,0 = A+ JB.
Therefore,
∇Z∂f(Z) +∇Z∂f(Z) = 14 (∇Xf∗X −∇Y f∗Y − J∇Y f∗X − J∇Xf∗Y )
and
∂f(Z¯) + ∂f(Z¯) = 12 (f∗X + Jf∗Y ).
Thus from (2.5) we compute
(2.6) 8Q = h(∇Xf∗X −∇Y f∗Y, f∗X)− 2h(∇Y f∗X, f∗Y )
− i [h(∇Xf∗X −∇Y f∗Y, f∗Y ) + 2h(∇Xf∗Y, f∗X)] ,
Since f is conformal and Lagrangian we have h(f∗X, f∗Y ) = 0, and so
h(∇Y f∗X, f∗Y ) = −h(f∗X,∇Y f∗Y ), h(∇Xf∗Y, f∗X) = −h(f∗Y,∇Xf∗X).
Further, in conformally flat coordinates the harmonic map equations are
∇Xf∗X +∇Y f∗Y = 0.
Applying these identities to (2.6) we obtain
2Q = −ω(∇Xf∗X, f∗Y ) + iω(∇Y f∗Y, f∗X)
= −ω(IIf (X,X), f∗Y ) + iω(IIf (Y, Y ), f∗X).
On the other hand, a very similar calculation shows that
2C(Z,Z, Z) = −ω(IIf (Y, Y ), f∗X)− iω(IIf (X,X), f∗Y ) = 2iQ.
Now recall that the shape operator for f is defined by
g(Af (ξ)X,Y ) = g(ξ, IIf (X,Y )), ξ ∈ Γ(TΣ⊥), X, Y ∈ Γ(TΣ).
By normalizing the local frame X,Y for TΣ, and using the fact that Af (ξ) is
symmetric and trace-free, we obtain
‖Af (ξ)‖2 = σ−2[g(Af (ξ)X,X)2 + g(Af (ξ)X,Y )2].
When we write ξ = αJf∗X + βJf∗Y , with α2 + β2 = σ−1, we get
g(ξ, II(X,X)) = −αω(∇Xf∗X, f∗X)− βω(∇Xf∗X, f∗Y )
= 2αQI + 2βQR,
for Q = QR + iQI , while
g(ξ, II(X,Y )) = −αω(∇Xf∗Y, f∗X)− βω(∇Xf∗Y, f∗Y )
= 2αQR − 2βQI .
It follows that
‖Aξ‖2 = σ−2(α2 + β2)4(Q2R +Q2I) = 4|Q|2σ−3 = 12‖Q3‖2.

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2.4. Minimal Lagrangian surfaces in C2, CP2 and CH2. The observations
in the previous section are particularly useful in the study of minimal Lagrangian
surfaces in the three model spaces for Ka¨hler 4-folds of constant holomorphic section
curvature: C2, CP2 and CH2. We will outline here why such surfaces are uniquely
determined, up to isometries of the ambient space, by their induced metric and the
cubic holomorphic differential Q3: this is based on the exposition in [58], where
only the case of CH2 is treated but it is straightforward to adapt this to CP2 by a
simple change of sign. We will summarize the derivation of the equations governing
such surfaces in such a way that their link to a certain version of the Toda lattice
equations becomes apparent, and then comment further on this link below.
We start with the case of C2, although it is not governed by the Toda lattice
equations, since the derivation is particularly simple in this case. On C2, consider
the Hermitian inner product
〈v, w〉 = v1w¯1 + v2w¯2
and metric and symplectic form given by
〈v, w〉 = g(v, w)− i ω(v, w).
Now let f : D → C2, where D is a simply-connected domain in C, and f will be
our minimal Lagrangian immersion. Assume that f∗g is conformal to the standard
metric on C. We have the following conditions for f to be minimal Lagrangian:
conformal ⇐⇒ 〈fz, fz¯〉 = 0,
Lagrangian ⇐⇒ 〈fz, fz〉 = 〈fz¯, fz¯〉,
harmonic ⇐⇒ fzz¯ = 0.
Set e2ψ = 〈fz, fz〉 = 〈fz¯, fz¯〉 so that f∗g = 2e2ψ|dz|2.
Now we determine the second derivatives of f in terms of its first derivatives.
Differentiate 〈fz , fz〉 = e2ψ by z to find
〈fzz, fz〉+ 〈fz, fzz¯〉 = 2e2ψψz .
But now fzz¯ = 0 shows 〈fzz, fz〉 = 2e2ψψz. We also define Q = −〈fzz, fz¯〉, and we
may again use the harmonicity of f to show Qz¯ = 0. Since fz and fz¯ are orthogonal
vectors of norm eψ, we find
fzz = 2ψzfz −Qe−2ψfz¯.
We also compute 0 = 〈fz, fz¯〉z = 〈fzz, fz¯〉 + 〈fz, fz¯z¯〉 to show that 〈fz, fz¯z¯〉 = Q
and so 〈fz¯z¯, fz〉 = Q¯. Also compute 〈fz¯, fz¯〉z¯ = 2e2ψψz¯ to show
fz¯z¯ = Q¯e
−2ψfz + 2ψz¯fz¯.
Again, one can check that the integrability conditions boil down to (fzz)z¯ =
(fzz¯)z = 0. Compute
0 = (fzz)z¯ = 2ψzz¯fz + 2ψzfzz¯ −Qz¯e−2ψfz¯ + 2Qe−2ψψz¯fz¯ −Qe−2ψfz¯z¯
= 2ψzz¯fz − |Q|2e−4ψfz.
Thus we have proved
Theorem 2.9. A conformal immersion f : D → C2 is minimal Lagrangian if and
only if for f∗g = 2e2ψ|dz|2 and Q = −〈fzz, fz¯〉, we have
2ψzz¯ = |Q|2e−4ψ.
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Moreover, let Q : D → C be holomorphic and ψ : D → R satisfy 2ψzz¯ = |Q|2e−4ψ.
Then for any z0 ∈ D and f0, p, q ∈ C2 so that 〈p, q〉 = 0 and 〈p, p〉 = 〈q, q〉 = e2ψ(z0),
there is a unique minimal Lagrangian immersion f : D → C2 so that f(z0) = f0,
fz(z0) = p, fz¯(z0) = q, f
∗g = 2e2ψ|dz|2, and Q = −〈fzz, fz¯〉.
Now let N stand for either CP2 or CH2, each with its Hermitian metric of
constant holomorphic sectional curvature, which we normalize to ±4. We will view
N as a Hermitian symmetric space: N ≃ G/K, where G is U(3) for CP2 and U(2, 1)
for CH2. Each manifold can be modeled using projective geometry. To treat these
simultaneously, equip C3 with one or other of the Hermitian forms
〈v, w〉± = v1w¯1 + v2w¯2 ± v3w¯3.
While CP2 is the space of all complex lines in C3, CH2 is the space of all complex
lines in
W− = {w ∈ C3 : 〈w,w〉− < 0}.
In either case, for a line [w] ∈ N , the form 〈 , 〉± is positive-definite on its perpen-
dicular [w]⊥. Let L ⊂ N × C3 denote the tautological subbundle over the space of
lines N , then we have the standard identification
T 1,0N ≃ Hom(L,L⊥) ⊂ N × End(C3); Z 7→ π⊥LZ,
where πL : C
3 → L is the orthogonal projection for the Hermitian form and we are
thinking of Z as a derivation on local sections of L. In this model, the Hermitian
metric on N can be expressed as
h(Z,W ) = 〈π⊥LZσ, π⊥LWσ〉±, whenever |σ|± = ±1.
It is easy to show thatG acts transitively and isometrically onN , using the standard
action of GL(3,C) on projective 3-space, and that the line [e3] generated by e3 =
(0, 0, 1) is a point on N in this model. We will take K to be the isotropy group of
this point.
Now suppose D ⊂ C is an open 1-connected domain with complex coordinate
z = x + iy and f : D → N is a minimal Lagrangian immersion. The Lagrangian
condition means that the pullback f∗L of the tautological bundle has a smooth
section ϕ with |ϕ|± = ±1 which is horizontal, i.e., 〈ϕ, dϕ〉± = 0. Combining this
with the fact that f must be a conformal immersion ensures that the triple
f1 =
ϕz
|ϕz |± , f2 =
ϕz¯
|ϕz¯|± , f3 = ϕ,
forms a 〈 , 〉±-unitary frame for f , i.e., the matrix F with those columns gives a
map F : D → G with F · [e3] = [Fe3] = f . In fact the map f is conformal and
Lagrangian precisely when this triple gives such a frame and |ϕz |± = |ϕz¯|±. When
we define eψ = |ϕz |±, the induced metric is given by 2e2ψ|dz|2.
This frame has a corresponding Maurer-Cartan 1-form α± = F−1dF , which is
a g-valued 1-form over D (with g the Lie algebra of G). Let H = 12 tr IIf denote
the mean curvature of f . It can be shown that the mean curvature 1-form of f ,
σH = ω(H, df), equals − i2 trα±, and therefore f is minimal precisely when detF
is constant. In that case, a straightforward calculation expresses α± in the form
(2.7) α± =

 ψz 0 eψQe−2ψ −ψz 0
0 ∓eψ 0

 dz +

−ψz¯ −Q¯e−2ψ 00 ψz¯ eψ
∓eψ 0 0

 dz¯,
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where Q = 〈ϕzz , ϕz¯〉± so that Q3 = Qdz3. The Maurer-Cartan equations for α±,
dα± + 12 [α± ∧ α±] = 0, are equivalent to the elliptic p.d.e.
(2.8) 2ψzz¯ + λe
2ψ − |Q|2e−4ψ = 0, λ = ±1.
These equations also have a coordinate-invariant form appropriate for the case
where we want to consider D to be the univesal cover of a compact Riemann
surface. Let µ be a metric of curvature κµ on D, and write the induced metric
as euµ = 2e2ψ|dz|2. Then the previous equation has the form
(2.9) ∆µu+ λ2e
u − 2‖Q3‖2µe−2u − 2κµ = 0, λ = ±1.
2.5. The two-dimensional Toda equations for a
(2)
2 . For λ = ±1, the four
equations
2ψzz¯ + λe
2ψ + |Q|2e−4ψ = 0,(2.10)
2ψzz¯ + λe
2ψ − |Q|2e−4ψ = 0,(2.11)
obtained from, respectively, affine spheres and minimal Lagrangian surfaces, are
real forms of a slight generalization of the two-dimensional Toda equations for the
affine Dynkin diagram a
(2)
2 . There is a two-dimensional Toda equation associated
to each affine Dynkin diagram [24, §10]. These occur in many types of geometry,
ranging from their role (in the form of the sine-Gordon, or sinh-Gordon, equations)
in the theory surfaces of constant negative Gaussian or constant mean curvature
(see, e.g., [6]), to the their appearance in the study of superconformal tori in spheres
or complex projective spaces [8] and primitive harmonic maps [10]. For a
(2)
2 the
usual form of the Toda equations is given by
(2.12)
∂2
∂z∂w
log(a2)− a2 + a−4 = 0,
in which all variables, independent and dependent, are considered to be complex.
Notice that there is no explicit term representing the norm of a cubic differential.
That term can be included by using a more general form:
(2.13)
∂2
∂z∂w
log(a2) + λa2 +QRa−4 = 0, λ = ±1.
Here Q,R are independent functions of both complex variables z and w. We have
included a sign option λ, even though this is redundant when all variables are
complex, to make the correspondence with the above real forms simpler.
The principal property of these equations (2.13) is that they are the zero-
curvature (or Maurer-Cartan) equations for the loop of flat a2 ≃ sl(3,C) con-
nections
d+ αζ = d+

 aza−1 0 −ζλaζQa−2 −aza−1 0
0 −ζλa 0

 dz +

−awa−1 ζ−1Ra−2 00 awa−1 ζ−1a
ζ−1a 0 0

 dw.
Here ζ is an auxiliary C∗ parameter (often referred to in the integrable systems
literature as the spectral parameter). We can think of αζ as a 1-form with values
in the loop algebra
L(a2, ν) = {X : C∗ → a2| X(−ζ) = ν(X(ζ))},
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where ν is the outer involution of sl(3,C) defined by
ν(A) = −TAtT−1, A ∈ sl(3,C), T =

0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1

 .
It is this outer involution which corresponds to the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram
of a2 through which the diagram for a
(2)
2 arises (see, for example, [38, Ch X, §5]).
By imposing different reality conditions on these variables we can obtain all four
of the equations above as follows. Set w = z¯ and a = eψ, where ψ is a real valued
function. Then:
(a) with R = Q¯ and λ = −1, we obtain the equation for hyperbolic affine
spheres;
(b) with R = Q¯ and λ = 1, we obtain the equation for elliptic affine spheres;
(c) with R = −Q¯ and λ = −1, we obtain the equation for minimal Lagrangian
surfaces in CH2;
(d) with R = −Q¯ and λ = 1, we obtain the equation for minimal Lagrangian
surfaces in CP2.
These four real forms correspond to the extra requirement that αζ take values in a
real form of L(a2, ν). Such real forms are obtained by considering loops which are
additionally equivariant with respect to a real involution on C∗ and a real involution
on a2. To describe these let us denote, for any A ∈ sl(3,C), its Hermitian transpose
by A† and its “Lorentz-Hermitian” transpose by A⋆ (i.e., A ∈ su(2, 1) precisely
when A⋆ = −A). Given this, to obtain the four reality conditions on z, w,Q,R, a
above, it suffices to require αζ to take values in, respectively:
(a) {X ∈ L(a2, ν) : X(−ζ¯−1) = −X(ζ)†},
(b) {X ∈ L(a2, ν) : X(−ζ¯−1) = −X(ζ)⋆},
(c) {X ∈ L(a2, ν) : X(ζ¯−1) = −X(ζ)⋆},
(d) {X ∈ L(a2, ν) : X(ζ¯−1) = −X(ζ)†}.
In cases (c) and (d) the real involution on C∗ has a fixed curve (the unit circle) so
that when αζ is evaluated on this curve it takes values in the respective real form of
a2. Up to a constant gauge transformation, we obtain the Maurer-Cartan forms in
(2.7). But in cases (a) and (b) the real involution on C∗ has no fixed points. Hence
the real forms su(3) and su(2, 1) do not play an explicit role in the corresponding
geometry.
For harmonic maps this loop algebra observation plays an important role in
understanding the construction of certain classes of solutions (see, e.g. [11, 23, 65,
66, 71, 78]). For global solutions this has only been successful when the domain is
either S2 or a torus and the codomain is CP2.
2.5.1. The harmonic map equations from the loop of flat connections. The four
reality conditions above give us four slightly different loops of flat connections.
Using the parameters ε = ±1 and λ = ±1 we can write the local connection 1-
forms as
(2.14)
αζ =

 ψz 0 −ζλeψζQe−2ψ −ψz 0
0 −ζλeψ 0

 dz +

 −ψz¯ ζ−1εQ¯e−2ψ 00 ψz¯ ζ−1eψ
ζ−1eψ 0 0

 dz¯.
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The fact that this connection is flat for all ζ ∈ C∗ tells us that in each of the four
cases there exists a local solution F to the equation F−1dF = α1, taking values in
SL(3,C), which frames a harmonic map into a symmetric space of one of the real
forms SU(3), SU(2, 1) or SL(3,R). The argument is slightly different between the
two cases ε = ±1, but in principle it is based on the following well-known result.
Theorem 2.10 (cf. [10]). Let G/K be a symmetric space of a real reductive Lie
group G, and write the symmetric-space decomposition of the Lie algebra of G as
g = k+m, where k is the Lie algebra of K. Then a smooth map f : D → G/K of an
open domain D ⊂ C is a harmonic map if and only if it admits a frame F : D → G
whose Maurer-Cartan 1-form α = F−1dF satisfies the equations
d ∗ αm + [αk ∧ ∗αm] = 0,
where α = αk + αm is the symmetric space splitting of α.
Conversely, suppose α ∈ Ω1(D) ⊗ g is a Lie algebra valued 1-form over D for
which
(2.15) dαζ +
1
2 [αζ ∧ αζ ] = 0,
where
(2.16) αζ = ζα
1,0
m + αk + ζ
−1α0,1m .
By integrating the Maurer-Cartan equations for α we obtain a frame F : D → G
for a harmonic map f : D → G/K.
The point is that the condition (2.15) is exactly the condition that α simultane-
ously satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equations and the harmonic map equations.
Now we can explain how the loop of flat connections in (2.14) is related to
harmonic maps.
(a) For ε = 1, recall that α arose from the SL(3,C) frame for an affine sphere
(2.17) F = (
1√
2eψ
fz
1√
2eψ
fz¯ ξ) = (
1√
2eψ
fx
1√
2eψ
fy ξ)

 1/2 1/2 0−i/2 i/2 0
0 0 1

 .
This shows that F is related to an SL(3,R) frame by a constant gauge, and
therefore α takes values in a real subalgebra g ⊂ sl(3,C) which is conjugate
to sl(3,R). It is easy to check that the outer involution ν preserves g,
on which it induces a symmetric space-decomposition g = k + m, with
k ≃ so(3,R). Further, αζ in (2.14) has the form (2.16) for this splitting.
The Toda equations are the condition that this satisfies (2.15), and therefore
we obtain from F (after a constant gauge transformation) a harmonic map
into SL(3,R)/SO(3,R).
(b) For ε = −1 we use a slight generalization of the previous theorem. The
loop of flat connections αζ is equivariant not only for the outer involution ν
but for an order-6 automorphism of the form ν ◦ σ, where σ is the Coxeter
automorphism of sl(3,C) (σ is an inner automorphism of order 3 which
commutes with ν, cf. [66]). In this case the equations (2.15) tell us (cf.
[10], [66], [58]) that F frames a primitive harmonic map into a 6-symmetric
space G/S, where G = SU(3) for λ = 1 and G = SU(2, 1) for λ = −1.
Here S is an S1 subgroup of the maximal torus of diagonal matrices in G
(those fixed by the automorphism). Thus we have a homogeneous projection
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G/S → G/K, where G/K is CP2 or CH2 according to the sign of λ. Under
this homogeneous projection a primitive harmonic map is still harmonic,
therefore F frames a harmonic map into either CP2 or CH2.
2.6. Holomorphic representations. As we have seen above, solutions to the
equations
2ψzz¯ ± |Q|2e−4ψ ± e2ψ = 0
are the Toda lattice for a
(2)
2 . The remaining cases
2ψzz¯ ± |Q|2e−4ψ = 0
do not come from the Toda lattice, but are completely integrable in that they can
easily be derived from holomorphic data without solving any additional PDEs.
2.6.1. Weierstrass representation for parabolic affine spheres. A parabolic affine
sphere in Rn+1 with affine normal en+1 is given by the graph of a convex function
u satisfying the Monge-Ampe`re equation detuij = 1. In dimension two, there is
a classical relationship between solutions to the Monge-Ampe`re equation and har-
monic functions (this was know to Darboux). This naturally leads to a description
of parabolic affine spheres in R3 by holomorphic functions.
In fact, there is a natural Weierstrass-type formula for parabolic affine spheres,
which (in the more general case of affine maximal surfaces) is originally due to
Terng [74]. See also [14, 50, 34]. We give the version of Ferrer-Mart´ınez-Mı´lan
[28]: On a simply connected domain D ⊂ C, let F,G be two holomorphic functions
satisfying |F ′| < |G′|. Then(
1
2
(G+ F¯ ),
1
3
(|G|2 − |F |2), 1
4
Re(FG)− 1
2
∫
F dG
)
is a parabolic affine sphere with affine normal (0, 0, 1). All such parabolic affine
spheres can be described in this way.
2.6.2. Minimal Lagrangian surfaces in C2. All minimal surfaces in Euclidean Rn
have a Weierstrass representation, since for f : Σ → Rn the minimal surface equa-
tions are ∆f = 0. Then one can replace 3 by n in the classical Weierstrass-Enneper
argument to retrieve the holomorphic data. However, we emphasize a different con-
struction relating minimal Lagrangian surfaces in C2 to special Lagrangian surfaces
and then to complex curves in a rotated complex structure.
In C2 (or any Calabi-Yaumanifold), minimal Lagrangian submanifolds are closely
related to special Lagrangian submanifolds. A surface in C2 is called special La-
grangian if it is calibrated by Re(dz1 ∧ dz2). Harvey-Lawson [36] show that any
minimal Lagrangian surface in C2 is calibrated by Re(eiθdz1∧dz2), where θ is a real
constant. In other words, the minimal Lagrangian surface is special Lagrangian up
to a constant Lagrangian angle (or phase) θ.
In dimension four, a Calabi-Yau manifold is automatically hyper-Ka¨hler (this fol-
lows since a Calabi-Yau manifold has local holonomy contained in SU(2) ∼ Sp(1),
and 4-manifolds with holonomy in Sp(1) are hyper-Ka¨hler). A hyper-Ka¨hler man-
ifold is a manifold with a Riemannian metric and three complex structure tensors
I, J,K which satisfy the quaternionic relations I2 = J2 = K2 = IJK = −id, and
the metric is Ka¨hler with respect to each complex structure. Moreover, for α, β, γ
real constants so that α2+β2+γ2 = 1, αI+βJ+γK is also a complex structure. A
special Lagrangian submanifold of a hyper-Ka¨hler 4-manifold can be characterized
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as a complex submanifold with respect to a rotated complex structure. This is
because there is a hyper-Ka¨hler rotation which takes Re(dz1 ∧ dz2) to the Ka¨hler
form ω, and ω calibrates complex surfaces.
In particular, a minimal Lagrangian surface in C2 is special Lagrangian up to a
rotation of the holomorphic volume form dz1∧dz2 by a constant Lagrangian angle.
Proposition 2.11. Let I be the standard complex structure on C2, and consider
the standard flat metric as a hyper-Ka¨hler metric. Any minimal Lagrangian surface
in C2 is holomorphic with respect to one of the complex structures orthogonal to I.
3. Global theory and Applications.
Now we address solving the integrability conditions on a Riemann surface Σ,
instead of just on a simply connected domain D ⊂ C. So let Σ be a Riemann
surface with a conformal background metric µ and a holomorphic cubic differential
Q. Here in local coordinates the affine metric is given by 2e2ψ|dz|2 = euµ. Then
the local equations we discuss above are of the form
(3.1) ∆u+ 2ǫ‖Q‖2e−2u + 2λeu − 2κ = 0,
where ∆ is the Laplace operator with respect to µ, ‖ · ‖ is the induced norm on
cubic differentials, and κ is the Gauss curvature. Here λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ǫ = ±1.
The global properties of (3.1) depend heavily on the signs ǫ and λ, as the maxi-
mum principle underlies the analysis in many cases. As an illustration, we provide
a proof of uniqueness in the best case for these signs—that of hyperbolic affine
spheres (ǫ = 1 and λ = −1).
Proposition 3.1. Let Σ be a closed Riemann surface with a hyperbolic (κ = −1)
background metric µ, and let Q be a holomorphic cubic differential on Σ. Then
there is at most one C2 solution to
∆u+ 2‖Q‖2e−2u − 2eu + 2 = 0.
Proof. Let u, v be two C2 solutions. Then at the maximum point p of u − v, we
have
∆(u− v)(p) ≤ 0,
∆u(p) ≤ ∆v(p),
−2‖Q(p)‖2e−2u(p) + 2eu(p) − 2 ≤ −2‖Q(p)‖2e−2v(p) + 2ev(p) − 2,
u(p) ≤ v(p),
(u− v)(p) ≤ 0.
(The key step is to recognize that 2‖Q‖2e−2u − 2eu − 2 is a decreasing function of
u, and so the fourth line follows from the third.) Since p is the maximizer of u− v,
we see that u − v ≤ 0 on all of Σ. By switching the roles of u and v, we see that
v − u ≤ 0 on Σ, and so u = v identically on Σ. 
The global theories for other values of λ and ǫ are less well behaved, and a suc-
cessful application of the elliptic theory can depend on balancing the good terms
versus the bad terms. An exception is the seemingly worst case of minimal La-
grangian surfaces in CP2: λ = 1 and ǫ = −1. In this case, when Σ has abelian
fundamental group and Q is constant, powerful techniques of integrable systems
can be brought to bear.
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3.1. Hyperbolic affine spheres.
3.1.1. Wang’s equation. We begin with a Riemann surface Σ equipped with a holo-
morphic cubic differential Q and a background conformal Riemannian metric µ.
The local integrability condition (2.2) becomes
(3.2) ∆u+ 2e−2u‖Q‖2 − 2eu − 2κ = 0,
where ∆ is the Laplacian with respect to µ, ‖ · ‖ is the induced norm on cubic
differentials and κ is the Gauss curvature of µ.
Before we talk about the main case of interest, we take care of one trivial case. If
Σ is an elliptic curve with flat coordinate z, then each holomorphic cubic differential
is of the form Q = c dz3, where c ∈ C is a constant. Also equip Σ with the flat
metric |dz|2 so that κ = 0 and (3.2) becomes
∆u+ 2e−2u|c|2 − 2eu = 0.
In this case, integration shows there is no solution for c = 0, but there is an
explicit constant solution u = 13 log(8|c|2) for nonzero c. In this case, the structure
equations can be integrated explicitly to find that the hyperbolic affine sphere is
just the T¸it¸eica-Calabi example. See e.g. [62].
This problem was first formulated by C.P. Wang, who studied the solutions to
(3.2) on a closed hyperbolic Riemann surface, in order to produce more examples of
hyperbolic affine spheres in R3. Wang’s existence proof for (3.2) is flawed, however.
The first existence proof is due to Labourie, who arrived at the same differential-
geometric structures as the hyperbolic affine spheres from a different, more intrinsic
point of view [45, 47].
If Σ is a compact Riemann surface and µ is a hyperbolic metric (i.e., κ = −1),
then Σ must have genus at least 2, and the space of holomorphic cubic differentials
over Σ has complex dimension 5g − 5. Equation (3.2) becomes
L(u) ≡ ∆u+ 2e−2u‖Q‖2 − 2eu + 2 = 0.
Proposition 3.2. Let Σ be a closed Riemann surface equipped with a hyperbolic
metric µ and a holomorphic cubic differential Q. Then there is a unique solution
u to (3.2). The solution u is C∞.
Proof. This is a semilinear elliptic equation, and there are many straightforward
techniques to show existence. We mention the method of sub and supersolutions
(see e.g. Schoen-Yau [70]). We check L(0) ≥ 0 and L(logm) ≤ 0, where m is the
positive root of
x3 − x2 −max
Σ
‖Q‖2 = 0.
Since 0 ≤ logm as well, the theory of sub and supersolutions guarantees the ex-
istence of a smooth solution u between 0 and logm. We have already seen this
solution to be unique. 
3.1.2. Properly embedded hyperbolic affine spheres. It is also relevant to recount
the theory of properly embedded hyperbolic affine spheres in Rn+1, which is due to
Cheng-Yau [17, 18] and Calabi-Nirenberg [15].
Theorem 3.3. Let C ⊂ Rn+1 be an open convex cone which is nondegenerate in
that it contains no line. Let v be the vertex of C. Then there is a hyperbolic affine
sphere L whose center is v and which is asymptotic to the boundary of C. L is
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unique up to homotheties centered at v, and is unique if we require the affine shape
operator to be minus the identity. The Blaschke metric on L is complete.
Moreover, if L is an immersed hyperbolic affine sphere in Rn+1 with complete
Blaschke metric, then L is properly embedded, and there is a nondegenerate cone C
with vertex the center of L so that L is asymptotic to its boundary.
This theorem was conjectured by Calabi in [13]. We explain the relationship
between C and L a bit further here. The picture is that of the standard example of
an elliptic hyperboloid, which is asymptotic to a cone over an ellipsoid. In general,
given v and L, the open cone C can be defined as the interior of the convex hull of
L and v.
We also note the following auxiliary proposition:
Proposition 3.4. By a rigid motion of Rn+1, normalize the affine spheres so that
the center v = 0 and S = −I. Under the conormal map, the image of L is the
hyperbolic affine sphere asymptotic to the cone over the dual cone C∗.
The history and ingredients of the proof of this theorem are somewhat compli-
cated, with the main results of Cheng-Yau clarified later by Gigena [30], Li [51, 52],
and Sasaki [69]. We refer the reader to [56] for a full account. Uniqueness is a
straightforward application of the maximum principle to the elliptic Monge-Ampe`re
equation detuij = (− 1u )n+2 discussed in Subsection 2.1 above.
3.1.3. Convex RP2 structures. Given a Lie group G and a homogeneous space X
on which G acts transitively, an (X,G) structure on a manifold M is given by a
maximal atlas onM of coordinate charts in X whose transition functions are locally
constant elements of G. So each point in M has a coordinate neighborhood which
looks like X , and these neighborhoods are glued together by elements of G, which
we regard as automorphisms of X . When X = RPn and G = PGL(n + 1,R), the
structure is called an RPn structure, or a real projective structure.
An RPn structure onM is called convex if is induced from a quotient of a convex
domain Ω in an affine Rn ⊂ RPn by a subgroup of PGL(n+ 1,R) acting discretely
and properly discontinuously. The RPn structure is properly convex if it is convex
and the closure Ω¯ is disjoint from a hyperplane in RPn. It is a result of Kuiper
that on every closed oriented surface of genus at least 2, any convex RP2 structure
is properly convex [44].
The proper convexity of Ω ⊂ RP2 means that the cone C over Ω does not contain
any lines. In particular, there is a unique hyperbolic affine sphere L asymptotic to
the boundary of C with center at the origin and shape operator minus the identity.
Under the projection from C → Ω, L is mapped diffeomorphically onto Ω. Moreover,
oriented projective-linear actions on Ω lift to unimodular linear actions on C. By
the uniqueness of L, these linear actions must act on L ⊂ C as well. The affine
invariants of L are thus projective invariants on Ω which descend to the quotient
surface.
The following theorem was proved independently by Labourie [45, 47] and the
first author [54].
Theorem 3.5. Let S be a closed oriented surface of genus g ≥ 2. The convex RP2
structures on S are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs (Σ, Q) where Σ is a
conformal structure on S and Q is a holomorphic cubic differential.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.7. 
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This offers a new proof of a theorem of Goldman
Corollary 3.6. [31] The deformation space of marked convex RP2 structures on a
closed oriented surface S of genus g ≥ 2 is homeomorphic to R16g−16.
Proof. The theorem describes the deformation space as the total space of a vector
bundle over Teichmu¨ller space with fibersH0(Σ,K3) the space of cubic differentials.
Teichmu¨ller space has complex dimension 3g−3 and is diffeomorphic to R6g−6. Each
fiber has complex dimension 5g − 5. 
Theorem 3.5 puts a natural complex structure on the deformation space GS of
convex RP2 structures which is invariant under the mapping class group. There is
a natural symplectic structure on this space due to Goldman [32]. It is not clear
whether these two structures fit together to form a Ka¨hler structure. There is
another way to attempt to construct a Ka¨hler structure. Using a form of Kodaira-
Spencer correspondence, one can identify the tangent space to the deformation
space with H1(Σ,F), where F is a flat SL(3,R) principal bundle induced by the
RP
2 structure. The hyperbolic affine sphere induces a natural metric on this bundle
which induces a metric of Weil-Petersson type on the deformation space. This
metric and the symplectic form produce an almost Ka¨hler structure on GS , but it
is not clear if the almost-complex structure is integrable. This theory is due to
Darvishzadeh-Goldman [22], although they use an invariant hypersurface different
from the hyperbolic affine sphere. Recently Q. Li has studied the metric on GS
derived from the hyperbolic affine sphere and has found that Teichmu¨ller space sits
in GS totally geodesically [53].
Proposition 3.7. Let S be any oriented surface. Then the properly convex RP2
structures on S are in one-to-one correspondence with triples (Σ, Q, euµ), where Σ
is a conformal structure on S, Q is a holomorphic cubic differential, and euµ is a
complete conformal Blaschke metric corresponding to Σ and Q by (3.2).
Proof. Assume S admits a properly convex RP2 structure. Then we see S = Ω/Γ,
where Ω ⊂ RP2 is properly convex and Γ is a discrete group of projective transfor-
mations acting faithfully and properly discontinuously. Consider the cone C ⊂ R3
over Ω. Then Theorem 3.3 gives a unique (properly normalized) hyperbolic affine
sphere K asymptotic to the boundary of C. K has complete Blaschke metric and
K is diffeomorphic to Ω under projection. We may canonically lift the action of Γ
to SL(3,R). Then the uniqueness of K shows that it is acted upon by Γ. All the
affine invariants on K, such as the Blaschke metric and the cubic form, then pass to
the quotient. The Blaschke metric induces a conformal structure on S canonically
determined by the RP2 structure, and the cubic form becomes a holomorphic cubic
differential as in Subsection 2.1 above.
To prove the converse, assume S admits a conformal structure Σ, a holomorphic
cubic differential Q, and a complete conformal metric euµ satisfying (3.2). Choose
a basepoint p ∈ Σ and a complexified frame F (p) ≡ {fz(p), fz¯(p), f(p)} in R3 as
in Theorem 2.4 above. Let Σ˜ be the universal cover of Σ with basepoint p. Then
Theorem 2.4 shows that there is a unique hyperbolic affine sphere immersion f of Σ˜
into R3 which satisfies the initial conditions at p whose cubic form is Q and whose
Blaschke metric is euµ. The Blaschke metric on Σ˜ is complete by assumption,
and so Theorem 3.3 shows that K = f(Σ˜) is the unique hyperbolic affine sphere
asymptotic to the boundary of a convex cone C ⊂ R3. For a local coordinate z,
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we may define a connection D = d + α on E = L ⊕ TΣ by (3.5) below, where
fz, fz¯ form a complexified frame on TΣ. Equation (3.2) shows D is flat, and for
any loop β ∈ π1Σ based at p, we define the holonomy hol(β) to be the inverse of
the parallel transport of D along β. Then the discussion in 3.1.4 below implies that
hol(β) acts on f in the sense that if y ∈ Σ˜ and βy is the image of y under the
deck transformation, then f(βy) = hol(β)f(y). Thus the hyperbolic affine sphere
K = f(D˜) is acted upon by the holonomy representation hol(π1Σ). Now Theorem
3.3 shows hol(π1Σ) acts on C as well. By projecting C to a properly convex domain
in RP2, we induce a convex RP2 structure on S. 
3.1.4. Holonomy and developing map. For M a connected (X,G)-manifold, choose
p ∈M and an X-coordinate ball on a neighborhood of p. These choices induce the
development-holonomy pair .
Let π1M and M˜ be respectively the fundamental group and universal cover ofM
with basepoint p. Then the developing map dev : M˜ → X is given by analytically
continuing the coordinate chart around p along any loop. The holonomy map
hol : π1M → G satisfies
(3.3)
M˜
dev−−−−→ RP2
γ
y yhol(γ)
M˜
dev−−−−→ RP2
Conversely, a pair of dev : M˜ → X a local diffeomorphism and hol : π1M → G a
homomorphism so that (3.3) is satisfied determine an (X,G) structure on M .
In the case of RP2 structures (X = RP2 and G = PGL(3,R)), we relate the RP2
structure to the structure equations for hyperbolic affine spheres developed above.
We follow the treatment of Goldman [32]. Let M be a surface. A connection ∇ on
TM is called projectively flat if its geodesics (as sets) locally coincide with geodesics
of a flat torsion-free connection. If ∇ is projectively flat and torsion-free, then it
can be uniquely lifted to a flat connection (the normal projective connection) D
on E = TM ⊕ L, where L is the trivial line bundle with a distinguished nowhere-
vanishing section f , and for X,Y tangent vector fields,
DXY = ∇XY + h(X,Y )f,
DXf = X.
Here h is a symmetric tensor. This is exactly the form of the structure equations
for the hyperbolic affine sphere.
The flat connection D, together with a nowhere vanishing section f of L can be
used to define the dev-hol pair as follows. Choose a basepoint x ∈M , and consider
the universal cover M˜ and fundamental group π1M with respect to this basepoint.
Then let γ ∈ π1M be represented by a loop with basepoint x, and let β be a path
from x to y in M . Lift β to a path on M˜ going from x˜ to y˜. Let Ex be the fiber of
E over x, and let P be the projection map from Ex − {0} to the projective space
P (Ex) ∼ RP2. Let Πβ : Ex → Ey denote the parallel transport for D along β.
Since D is flat, Πβ is independent of β in a homotopy class. Then if we define
dev(y˜) = P (Πβ−1(f(y))), hol(γ) = Π
−1
γ ,
(3.3) is satisfied.
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Now we show how to relate this to the structure equations above. Recall that
for the frame F = (fz fz¯ f)
⊤, f is the immersion of the hyperbolic affine sphere.
We project f from R3 to RP2 via f 7→ P (f). This is the developing map coming
from the structure equations
dev′(y˜) = P (f(y˜))
for y˜ ∈ Σ˜, and f evolved along a path from x˜ to y˜.
Proposition 3.8. There is a projective map χ from P (R3) to P (Ex) so that
dev(y˜) = χ ◦ dev′(y˜).
We prove this proposition in the next few paragraphs.
With respect to the frame F , consider a section s = SF , where S = (s1 s2 s3).
For the connection matrix α, we have
∇s = (dS)F + S(αF ),
and so along the path β, the parallel transport equation is
0 = ∇β˙si =
d
dt
si(β) + sj(β)〈αji , β˙〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the pairing between one-forms and tangent vectors. If β : [0, 1]→M
with β(0) = x and β(1) = y, and if we are in a single coordinate chart in M˜ , the
parallel transport of D along β can be represented in an appropriate frame as S(1),
where S is the solution to
(3.4) S(0) = I,
d
dt
S = −S 〈α, β˙〉.
Lemma 3.9. Consider a frame e1, e2, e3 of E along β, and write the connection
form of D as α in this frame. Let J(t) = Πβ|−1
[0,t]
. Then J(0) = I, the identity
transformation, and J˙(t) = 〈α(t), β˙(t)〉J(t).
Proof. For small h,
J(t+ h) = Πβ|−1
[0,t]
= Π−1
β|[0,t] = (Πβ|[0,t]Πβ|[t,t+h])
−1 = Πβ|−1
[t,t+h]
J(t),
which implies J˙(t) = d
dh
|h=0Πβ|−1
[t,t+h]
J(t). Now the tangent vector along the path
β|−1[t,t+h] is −β˙, and thus by (3.4) the parallel transport solves the equation S˙ =
〈α, β˙〉S and S(0) = I. 
Now consider the specific situation above. For the complexified frame F =
(fz fz¯ f)
⊤, F evolves along a path β by
F˙ = 〈α, β˙〉F,
where as above, the connection form
(3.5) α =

 2ψz Qe−2ψ 00 0 e2ψ
1 0 0

 dz +

 0 0 e2ψQ¯e−2ψ 2ψz¯ 0
0 1 0

 dz¯.
If in addition, we set the initial condition to F (0) = F0, the previous lemma implies
that F (t) = J(t)F0 for all t.
To show the two notions of developing map are the same up to projective equiv-
alence, recall their definitions. For the evolution of the frame F , the developing
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map dev is given by P (f) for f = e1 ∈ R3 the component of F . On the other hand,
dev′(y˜) = P (J(1)(ρ(y)) where ρ is a nonvanishing section of L ⊂ E. Recall that
E = L ⊕ TM and L is a trivial bundle. TM is spanned by the tangent vectors
fz, fz¯, while L is spanned by f . In particular, we identify ρ(y) as a nonzero multiple
of f(y). So dev′(y˜) is given by the f component of F (1); this amounts to specifying
the first column of F (1). Since ρ(y) is equivalent to f(y) up to a scalar, the action
of J(1)(ρ(y)) involves specifying the same component of J(1). This shows that
dev(y˜) = dev′(y˜).
(One can also extend a projectively flat connection on TM to a connection on
a different bundle of rank n + 1, the tractor bundle. See for example [1] or [29].
The normal projective connection mentioned here seems better suited to hyperbolic
affine spheres.)
We should also mention that Labourie has developed this theory from a more
intrinsic point of view [45, 47]. Although Labourie’s point of view is quite different,
the underlying construction is the same.
3.1.5. Noncompact and limiting cases. On a marked closed oriented surface S of
genus g at least 2, the identification of convex RP2 structures with pairs (Σ, Q)
still holds if one forgets the marking. In other words, one can take the quotient
of the deformation space of marked convex RP2 structures by the mapping class
group action (we call this quotient the moduli space of convex RP2 structures on
S). The quotient of Teichmu¨ller space Tg by the mapping class group, the moduli
space of Riemann surfaces, is well known to be a complex quasi-projective orbifold
Mg. The bundle of cubic differentials is an orbifold vector bundle over Mg. The
Deligne-Mumford compactification Mg is a compact orbifold formed by attaching
singular Riemann surfaces with nodes locally of the form {zw = 0} ⊂ C2. Each
such nodal Riemann surface at the boundary of moduli space can be approximated
by smooth Riemann surfaces with thin necks pinched by letting ǫ → 0 for each
neck of the form {zw = ǫ} ⊂ C2. The bundle of cubic differentials over Mg can
be extended to the bundle of regular cubic differentials over Mg. A regular cubic
differential Q on a nodal surface is allowed to have poles of order at most 3 at each
node along each sheet {z = 0} or {w = 0}. Each such pole has a residue R so that
Q = Rz−3 dz3 + O(z−2). For a regular cubic differential, the residues of the two
sheets of any node must sum up to 0.
From the point of view of the Deligne-Mumford compactification, there is a
natural partial compactification of the moduli space of convex RP2 structures on S
by adding regular cubic differentials over nodal Riemann surfaces at the boundary
of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. The first author [62] studied convex RP2
structures at the boundary of moduli from this point of view. In particular, the
residue of the cubic differential completely determines the structure of each end in
terms of the holonomy and developing map. (The structure of the ends developed
in [62] can be seen as a parabolic Higgs bundle developed over Riemann surfaces
with punctures; this relies on Labourie’s identification of the affine sphere equations
and Hitchin’s Higgs bundles discussed in the next subsection.) In addition, at least
in generic situations, the map from pairs (Σ, Q) to the holonomy and developing
map data is continuous along a path toward the boundary of the moduli space.
From a purely geometric point of view, the ends of convex RP2 structures found
in [62] are discussed in Choi [20] and Marquis [64].
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Benoist-Hulin proved a partial converse to the main result of [62] correspond-
ing to the case of zero residue [3]. They show that convex RP2 structures with
finite volume with respect to the Hilbert metric have induced cubic differentials of
residue zero (and so pole order of at most two). Marquis [64] had already shown
that the finite-volume ends of convex RP2 structures correspond to the holonomy
determined in [62]. Benoist-Hulin’s proof involves using Benze´cri’s theorem on the
cocompactness under the action of PGL(3,R) of the space of pointed strictly con-
vex projective domains [5] to derive estimates for the affine differential geometric
invariants associated to convex RP2 structures.
More recently, Benoist-Hulin have shown that on the unit disk D ⊂ C, cubic dif-
ferentials bounded with respect to the hyperbolic metric correspond to RP2 struc-
tures which are Gromov-hyperbolic with respect to the Hilbert metric (or equiv-
alently with respect to the Blaschke metric) [4]. One may think of the Gromov-
hyperbolic convex RP2 structures as comprising an analog of the universal Te-
ichmu¨ller space. Thus this space can be parametrized by cubic differentials.
Also, Dumas-Wolf have shown that the space of convex n-gons in R2 modulo
projective equivalence is homeomorphic to the space of polynomial cubic differen-
tials of degree n− 3 on C modulo holomorphic motions on C [25]. For the triangle,
the T¸it¸eica-Calabi example corresponds to the cubic differential dz3 on C.
One may also attempt to identify boundary points of the moduli space of convex
RP
2 structures on S by fixing a conformal structure Σ and cubic differential Q.
Then we may consider a ray of cubic differentials tQ as t → ∞. In [55], the first
author then studies the limiting holonomy configuration along all free loops in the
sense of [68, 42]. (This limiting holonomy is an analog of Thurston’s boundary of
Teichmu¨ller space).
3.1.6. Hitchin representations. If Σ is marked Riemann surface with hyperbolic
metric µ and with zero cubic differential, then the Blaschke metric is hyperbolic,
and the associated hyperbolic affine sphere is an elliptic hyperboloid (by Theorem
2.3 above). This projects to an ellipse in RP2, which is projectively equivalent to
a round disk. Projective actions on the round disk are hyperbolic isometries under
the Klein model of hyperbolic space, and thus the RP2 structure reduces to the
point in Teichmu¨ller space determined by Σ. The holonomy representation then
lies in PSO(2, 1) ⊂ PSL(3,R).
If S is a closed marked surface of genus at least 2, Theorem 3.5 shows a convex
RP
2 structure on S induces a conformal structure and a cubic differential Q. By
varying Q in a path to 0, we see that the holonomy representation σ for the RP2
structure is homotopic to a representation in PO(2, 1) corresponding to an element
of Teichmu¨ller space. The connected component of the representation space
Rep(π1S,PSL(3,R)) ≡ Hom(π1S,PSL(3,R))/PSL(3,R)
containing Teichmu¨ller space in this way is called the Hitchin component [39]. Choi-
Goldman proved that all Hitchin representations are induced by convex RP2 struc-
tures [21], and so the Hitchin component coincides with the deformation space of
convex RP2 structures on S.
For a fixed conformal structure Σ on S, Hitchin uses Higgs bundles to parame-
trize this component by a pair of (V,Q) of V a holomorphic quadratic differential
and Q a holomorphic cubic differential on Σ. Consider the Hitchin representation
corresponding to V = 0. Labourie proved that Hitchin’s cubic differential is, up
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to a constant factor, the same as the cubic differential of the convex RP2 structure
[47]. Thus it is natural to replace Hitchin’s parametrization of this component by
H0(Σ,K2)⊕H0(Σ,K3) with the total space of the vector bundle over Teichmu¨ller
space whose fiber over a Riemann surface Λ is H0(Λ,K3) the space of holomorphic
cubic differentials over Λ. See Section 4 below.
The Higgs bundle formulation includes a natural twisted harmonic map from the
surface to SL(3,R)/SO(3,R). Labourie recognizes this map as a unimodular metric
on R3 given by an orthogonal direct sum of the Blaschke metric on the hyperbolic
affine sphere with a metric on the span of the position vector f in which the f is
assigned length 1.
3.1.7. Extensions. Labourie also in [47] studies affine surfaces in R3 of constant
Gaussian curvature 1 to parametrize representations of a surface group into the
affine group ASL(3,R).
Recently Fox has developed a far-reaching generalization of both hyperbolic affine
spheres and Einstein Weyl structures [29]. The construction involves a pair of:
1) a projective equivalence class of torsion-free connections (such as the Blaschke
connection ∇), and 2) a conformal structure. Fox defines the Einstein equation for
such structures and studies their properties on surfaces.
3.2. Parabolic and elliptic affine spheres.
3.2.1. Motivation from mirror symmetry. An affine (or affine-flat) structure on a
manifold M is an (X,G) structure with X = Rn and G = AGL(n,R), the group of
all affine automorphisms of Rn. Equivalently, an affine flat structure is given by a
flat torsion-free connection on the tangent bundle. The tangent bundle of an affine
manifoldM naturally carries a complex structure: If x = {xi} are affine coordinates
on M , and tangent vectors are represented by yi ∂
∂xi
, an affine coordinate change
x 7→ Ax + b acts on the complex coordinates z = {zi = xi + √−1yi} by z 7→
Az + b. We write TM with this complex structure as MC. A Riemannian metric
gij dx
idxj on M is called affine Ka¨hler or Hessian if it is locally the Hessian of a
convex function. In this case the Hermitian metric gij(x) dz
idz¯j is Ka¨hler on MC.
M is special affine if the transition maps can be chosen in G = ASL(n,R), the
affine special linear group. In this case there is a canonical volume form ν on M
preserved by the action of G. On a special affine manifold M , an affine Ka¨hler
metric gij dx
idxj has volume form ν if and only if the corresponding Ka¨hler metric
on MC is Calabi-Yau. In local affine coordinates, for an affine potential function φ,
this condition is
det
∂2φ
∂xi∂xj
= 1.
The fibers of the tangent bundle are naturally special Lagrangian with the real part
of the form (
√−1)−ndz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn as the calibration. We call such a metric on an
affine manifold semi-flat Calabi-Yau.
This construction plays an important part of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture
in mirror symmetry [73]. Near the large complex structure limit in moduli, Calabi-
Yau manifolds are expected to have the structure of a fibration with singularities.
The base of such a fibration is (outside a singular set) an affine manifold equipped
with a semi-flat Calabi-Yau metric as above. The fibers are special Lagrangian
tori, which are quotients of the tangent spaces as above. Then the mirror manifold
is another Calabi-Yau manifold formed by considering the Legendre transform of
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the affine Ka¨hler potential on the base and performing a Fourier transform on the
fibers. On the base, the Legendre transform creates a dual affine structure and
affine Ka¨hler potential, but preserves the metric. In general there will also be
instanton corrections, but we do not address this part of the theory. See e.g. [49]
for details.
To construct the torus fibration as a quotient of the tangent bundle, a lattice
bundle within the tangent bundle is needed to form each torus as a quotient. The
affine gluing maps then must preserve the lattice, and so must be in ASL(n,Z). In
other words, the linear part of each affine gluing map must be represented by an
integer matrix.
Gross-Wilson have made significant progress in dimension 2. They have calcu-
lated the rescaled metric limits of certain elliptic K3 surfaces and found them to
be semi-flat Calabi-Yau metrics on S2 with singularities at 24 points [35].
Locally, a semi-flat Calabi-Yau metric is just a convex solution to detφij = 1.
We have seen the graph of φ is a parabolic affine sphere, and in dimension 2, we can
use Theorem 2.4 above to construct parabolic affine spheres on a Riemann surface
with cubic differential, as long as we can solve (2.2). On a Riemann surface Σ with
cubic differential Q and background metric µ, we must solve
(3.6) ∆u+ 2‖Q‖2e−2u − 2κ = 0,
to make euµ the Blaschke metric of a parabolic affine sphere. On a compact Rie-
mann surface, integrating the equation and Gauss-Bonnet rule out genus at least
two and genus 1 except for the trivial case of Q = 0. For genus 0, there are no
nonzero cubic differentials. If we allow Q to have poles, we can find solutions on
CP
1 with an appropriate ansatz for the metric near the poles. In [63], for any cu-
bic differential with poles of order 1, (3.6) is solved for an appropriate background
metric µ. The resulting parabolic affine sphere structure gives both an affine struc-
ture (the Blaschke connection ∇ is affine-flat), and the potential for a semi-flat
Calabi-Yau metric is given by the component of the parabolic affine sphere in the
coordinate direction of the affine normal ξ.
3.2.2. Affine structures. The solution to (3.6) follows from constructing an appro-
priate ansatz as a background metric and also sub and super solutions. The analysis
allows a detailed description of the geometry near each puncture. In particular, the
induced affine holonomy on a free loop around each pole of Q is given by
x 7→
(
1 1
0 1
)
x,
which is the same local holonomy type as expected by Gross-Wilson’s example. It
is much more difficult to determine when these solutions produce a flat Blaschke
connection ∇ with integral holonomy, as computing the holonomy requires solving
the PDE (3.6) and then integrating along paths away from the punctures to compute
the parallel transport of ∇.
The development of the parabolic affine sphere into R3 encodes not just the affine
structure via the developing map, but also the full semi-flat Calabi-Yau data, which
leads to the mirror manifold as well. In particular, we may choose a transverse plane
X to the affine normal ξ in R3. For the splitting of R3 induced by X and ξ, choose
projections πX and πξ onto X and 〈ξ〉 respectively. For the embedding f of the
parabolic affine sphere, πXf is the affine developing map, while if πξf = φξ, φ is
the affine Ka¨hler potential for the metric.
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For (x1, x2) coordinates on X , the affine coordinates on the mirror manifold
are (y1, y2) = (∂φ/∂x
1, ∂φ/∂x2), and the mirror Hessian potential is the Legendre
transform φ∗ = x1y1 + x2y2 − φ.
On a manifold M , a torsion-free flat connection ∇ on TM is equivalent to an
affine structure via a construction of Koszul [43]. The essential part is to reproduce
the developing map from ∇. Let x ∈M be a basepoint, and let x˜ ∈ M˜ be a lift of
x. If v ∈ Tx˜M˜ , let Pv be the vector field on M˜ constructed by parallel transport
under ∇, and let ω(Pv) = v define a Tx˜M˜ -valued 1-form on M˜ . We check that ω
is ∇-parallel, and since ∇ is torsion-free, dω = 0. Then the map
F (y) =
∫ y
x˜
ω
defines the affine development F : M˜ → Tx˜M˜ . As above in Subsection 3.1.4, we
may identify the developing map F with the affine development πXf described
above.
3.2.3. Elliptic affine spheres. In [60, 61], the first author, Yau, and Zaslow study
elliptic affine spheres structures over CP1 with cubic differentials Q with exactly 3
poles, each of order 2. In this case, the integrability condition is
(3.7) ∆u+ 2‖Q‖2e−2u + 2eu − 2κ = 0.
Note that the sign on 2eu is not well suited for the maximum principle, and so
we are able to solve the equation only for small nonzero Q. This is a bit counter-
intuitive, since the good term ‖Q‖2e−2u is required to be small. But we may scale
the equation to see that u solves (3.7) if and only if v = u− log δ solves
∆v + 2‖Q‖2e−2v + 2δev − 2κ = 0.
This trick allows us to make the bad term 2δev small, and so to solve the equation.
Existence is proved only for small nonzero Q. It is possible that the space of
solutions to (3.7) has a similar structure to that of (3.8) below. This would require
extending the analytic techniques of [40] to the setting of noncompact Riemann
surfaces.
The elliptic affine sphere structure given by the data (Σ, Q, euµ), where u solves
(3.7) naturally induces a real projective structure on Σ. The projection P (f) acts
as the developing map, as in 3.1.4 above.
3.3. Minimal Lagrangian surfaces.
3.3.1. Surfaces in CP2. To understand minimal Lagrangian immersions f : Σ →
CP
2 of a compact Riemann surface, we should look at the usual trichotomy of
Riemann surfaces: genus 0, genus 1 or genus at least 2. In the first case Q3 = 0
and the harmonic sequence theory of Eells & Wood [27] (cf. [19]) applies.
For surfaces of genus 1 the cubic differentialQ3 is necessarily a non-zero constant,
in the sense that dz3 is globally well-defined and we may normalize Q3. In principle
all such tori can be constructed using algebro-geometric data, the so-called spectral
data, by exploiting the loop group and integrable system methods: see [66]. This
means all the solutions of the PDE (2.8) for this case can be written down in terms
of abelian functions determined by the spectral data.
For higher genus surfaces there has been no success through a direct analysis of
the equation (2.8). The only approach which has yielded existence results is the
gluing approach of Haskins & Kapouleas [37], motivated by the desire to construct
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special Lagrangian cones in C3 whose links (intersection with S5) are surfaces of
odd genus at least 3. These links are minimal Legendrian surfaces in S5: their
projection down to CP2 (via the fibration S5 → CP2) is a minimal Lagrangian
surface. The construction glues together pieces of spheres with pieces of tori to
get a smooth Legendrian, but not necessarily minimal, surface of higher genus and
then perturbs this into a genuine minimal Legendrian surface.
3.3.2. Surfaces in CH2. The situation in CH2 is a bit different from CP2, in that
we produce from an appropriate pair (Σ, Q) of compact Riemann surface Σ and
cubic differential Q an immersion of Σ not into CH2 but into a (not necessarily
complete) complex hyperbolic 4-manifold. Equivalently, we produce an immersion
of the universal cover Σ˜ into CH2 which is equivariant under an induced discrete
holonomy representation π1Σ → SU(2, 1). We would like to recover the geometry
of this representation from the holomorphic data and the induced metric. This will
not always be possible, but we are able to produce many examples and to show
many of these induced representations are convex-cocompact.
Given a Riemann surface Σ, a cubic differential Q, and a conformal metric µ on
Σ, we need to solve (2.9) to produce the immersion of Σ˜ into CH2 as a minimal
Lagrangian surface.
(3.8) ∆µu− 2eu − 2‖Q‖2µe−2u − 2κµ = 0.
For compact Σ, (3.8) has no solutions on Σ of genus 0 or 1, as integration and the
Gauss-Bonnet Theorem give a contradiction. Thus we restrict ourselves to the case
of genus at least 2, and we assume the background metric µ is hyperbolic.
The following existence theorem was first proved by the authors in [58] and
extended by the first author, Huang and Lucia in [40]. The combined existence
result is
Theorem 3.10. Let Σ be a compact Riemann surface with hyperbolic metric µ and
nonzero holomorphic cubic differential Q0. For t ∈ [0,∞) consider Q = tQ0. Then
• The unique solution for t = 0 is u = 0.
• There is a T0 ≥ (
√
27/4 supΣ ‖Q0‖µ)−1 so that there is a continuous family
ut of smooth solutions to (3.8) for t ∈ [0, T0].
• There is a finite T > T0 so that there are no solutions to (3.8) for t ≥ T .
• For each t ∈ (0, T0), there is at least one other solution vt 6= ut to (3.8).
These vt satisfy limt→0+ sup |vt| = ∞. It is not known whether these solu-
tions vt form a continuous family.
Idea of proof. The proof of the lower bound on T0, the upper bound T , and the
uniqueness for t = 0 are in [58], where existence is proved by the method of sub and
super solutions. The existence of the continuous family ut on all of [0, T0] is proved
in [40], following a continuity-method argument of Uhlenbeck [79]. The existence
of vt is proved using a mountain pass argument in [40]. 
Each solution to (3.8) produces a representation of π1Σ → SU(2, 1), and the
geometry of such representations is closely related to the immersed minimal La-
grangian surface in CH2. First of all, for Q = 0, the induced minimal Lagrangian
surface is simply a totally geodesic copy of RH2 ⊂ CH2. These representations
are called R-Fuchsian (there are also C-Fuchsian representations related to totally
geodesic complex submanifolds CH1 ⊂ CH2). We are interested in representations
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ρ : π1Σ→ SU(2, 1) which are almost R-Fuchsian in the sense that there is an equi-
variant minimal Lagrangian surface whose normal bundle is diffeomorphic to CH2
under the exponential map. (There is a similar notion for surfaces in RH3 [79, 41].)
We show in [58] that almost R-Fuchsian representations are quasi-Fuchsian, or
convex-cocompact.
Proposition 3.11. [58, 57] On a compact Riemann surface with hyperbolic met-
ric µ, cubic differential Q, and a solution u to (3.8), the induced representation
into SU(2, 1) is almost R-Fuchsian if and only if the norm of the cubic differential
‖Q‖euµ is bounded above by
√
2 on all of Σ.
Idea of proof. That the exponential map of the normal bundle is an immersion is
proved by a direct calculation in [58], while in [57] we show the induced complex-
hyperbolic metric on the normal bundle is complete. 
In [58], we show that if t < (
√
27/4 supΣ ‖Q0‖µ)−1, then the solution ut satisfies
‖Q‖euµ ≤ 1/
√
2 <
√
2. By the proposition above, this shows that the induced
representation is almost R-Fuchsian. It is not clear whether the almost R-Fuchsian
property extends all the way to solutions at t = T0 (or beyond to solutions vt
for t near T0). This is in contrast to the case of minimal surfaces in RH
3, in
which almost Fuchsian representations only occur for the continuous family u˜t for
t ∈ [0, T ′] with T ′ < T0 [79]. The geometry of the representations which are far
from being R-Fuchsian is unknown. It is quite likely for example that the minimal
Lagrangian surfaces associated to vt for t near 0 may not be embedded in CH
2 and
the associated representations may not be discrete.
3.4. The Toda equations and surface group representations. Let (Σ, µ) be
a closed hyperbolic surface of constant Gaussian curvature −1. Each of the four
elliptic versions of the a
(2)
2 Toda equations discussed above is the zero curvature
equation for a flat sl(3,C) connection on the trivial bundle over an open domain in
C. Each connection 1-form is obtained by fixing the two sign choices in
(3.9) A =

 ψz 0 −λeψQe−2ψ −ψz 0
0 −λeψ 0

 dz +

−ψz¯ ±Q¯e−2ψ 00 ψz¯ eψ
eψ 0 0

 dz¯, λ = ±1.
Each of the equations has a global version over Σ: one for each of the sign possibilties
in
(3.10) ∆µu+ λ2e
u ± 2‖Q3‖2µe−2u + 2 = 0.
Here u : Σ→ R is a globally smooth function and Q3 is a cubic holomorphic differ-
ential over Σ. When (3.10) holds we have, in each local complex coordinate chart
(Uj , zj) on Σ, a connection form Aj obtained by taking z = zj in the appropriate
local connection form above, and using the local expressions
euµ = 2e2ψj |dzj|2, Q3 = Qjdz3j ,
to replace ψ and Q in A. It is straightforward to check that in an overlapping chart
(Uk, zk) the connexion forms are related by the gauge transformation
(3.11) Ak = c
−1
jk Ajcjk + c
−1
jk dcjk
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for the diagonal matrix
cjk = diag
(
dzj/dzk
|dzj/dzk| ,
dzj/dzk
|dzj/dzk| , 1
)
.
Clearly this gives us a 1-cocycle {(cjk, Uj , Uk)} over Σ with values in an S1 subgroup
T ⊂ SL(3,C). Consequently we can apply the following well-known theorem.
Theorem 3.12. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and K ⊂ G a Lie
subgroup. For a closed hyperbolic surface Σ with universal cover D, the following
items are equivalent:
(a) an immersion f : D → G/K which is ρ-equivariant for some representation
ρ : π1Σ→ G;
(b) a flat principal G-bundle (P, ω) over Σ with a K-subbundle Q ⊂ P ;
(c) for an open cover {Uj} of Σ, a 1-cocycle {(cjk, Uj, Uk)} with values in K
and flat g-valued connection 1-forms (Uj , Aj) for which (3.11) holds.
The representation ρ is only determined up to conjugacy: it is the holonomy
representation for the flat connection ω on P .
For the sign choices which yield the equations for minimal Lagrangian surfaces,
we can take G to be SU(3) or SU(2, 1) as appropriate, and K ⊃ T to be the
isotropy subgroup of the base point [e3] used in the projective models for CP
2 and
CH
2 earlier. When the sign choice gives one of the two affine sphere cases, the flat
connection is conjugate (i.e., gauge equivalent by a constant gauge) to a sl(3,R)-
connection, because of (2.17). Further, this conjugacy transforms the 1-cocycle into
an SL(3,R)-valued cocycle (it just represents the Jacobi matrix for real changes of
coordinates over Σ), so that in the affine sphere cases the holonomy representation
is conjugate in SL(3,C) to an SL(3,R) connection. Now for K we can take the
stabilizer of the real line [e3] ∈ RP2. After conjugacy this contains the 1-cocycle,
and therefore we obtain a ρ equivariant map to RP2 ≃ SL(3,R)/K. This is the line
generated by the affine normal ξ.
3.5. Special Lagrangian submanifolds of Calabi-Yau Three-folds. Four of
the six types of surfaces we have studied can be viewed as dimension reductions of
special Lagrangian submanifolds in Calabi-Yau three-folds, which are perhaps the
prime objects of study in the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture of mirror symmetry.
One of the main unsolved issues in this theory is the structure of singularities of the
affine base in dimension 3. It is believed these singularities are of codimension 2, and
so should represent a graph in a 3-manifold. As we will see in the next paragraph,
a slight extension of the parabolic affine sphere structure in dimension 2 provides
a model along the edges of the graph. The vertices, however, are much more
complicated, and below we recount details of a program to describe the structure
near trivalent vertices of the graph [60, 61]. There are still many open questions.
First of all, there is a trivial case. A parabolic affine sphere in R3 is given by the
graph of a convex solution φ(x1, x2) to a Monge-Ampe`re equation φ11φ22−φ212 = 1.
Then we may adjoin a third variable x3 and consider
φ˜(x1, x2, x3) = φ+ 12 (x
3)2.
Then φ˜ is a convex 3-dimensional solution to the Monge-Ampe`re equation. This
construction allows the point singularities of the parabolic affine sphere structures
above to be extended to singularities along line segments in dimension three.
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Secondly, the proper affine spheres can be extended radially to produce a semi-
flat Calabi-Yau metric conically on a three-fold. The basic example is the quadric
elliptic affine sphere S = {‖x‖2 = 1} in R3. Then the function equal to 12 on S and
radially homogeneous of order 2 is φ(x) = 12‖x‖2, which of course solves the Monge-
Ampe`re equation. Baues-Corte´s proved that this construction works for any elliptic
affine sphere centered at the origin [2]. This construction promotes an elliptic affine
sphere structure on CP1 minus 3 points to a semi-flat Calabi-Yau structure on a
ball in R3 minus a trivalent vertex of a graph [60, 61]. The affine structure is not
the same as that on R3, as there is some holonomy around nontrivial loops. Recall
that for the purposes of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture, the holonomy should
be integral. But constructing this holonomy from the data on the elliptic affine
sphere is quite difficult. There are some partial results in [26], but no one knows
how to reconstruct the full holonomy, or whether it is integral.
There is an analog of the result of Baues-Corte´s for hyperbolic affine spheres in
R3 as well. Given a local hyperbolic affine sphere H centered at the origin, let r be
the homogeneous function of degree 1 from the cone overH to (0,∞) which is equal
to 1 along H . Then there is a function f so that φ(x1, x2, x3) = f(r) is convex and
satisfies the Monge-Ampe`re equation detφij = 1 near 0 in the cone over H [61].
Thus hyperbolic affine sphere stuctures produced over CP1 minus three points in
[62] can be extended to a semi-flat Calabi-Yau structure on a ball minus a trivalent
“Y” vertex in dimension three. The holonomy question remains open in this case;
the holonomies of these examples seem to be unknown, and it is unclear whether
there are nontrivial examples with integer holonomy among them.
There is also a cone construction which takes minimal Lagrangian surfaces in
CP
2 and to special Lagrangian cones in C3. In this case, there is no reduction to
an affine base, and the analog of the holonomy consideration above is not present:
the complex structure on C3 is smooth. The cone itself does have an isolated
singularity at the cone point. The minimal Lagrangian surfaces discussed here
provide many examples of singularities of special Lagrangian 3-folds, but we are far
from classifying all possible singularities. For example, even in the case of cones
over tori, there seems to be no good moduli space. It must incorporate a countable
union of real families of every dimension: see for example [16].
4. Higher-order differentials
Let S be an oriented closed marked surface of genus at least two. For any
split real simple Lie group G with trivial center, Hitchin uses Higgs bundles to
parametrize a component of the representation space Rep(π1S,G) [39]. Then for
a conformal structure Σ on S, the representations in the Hitchin component are
parametrized by holomorphic sections
r⊕
i=1
H0(Σ,Kmi+1)
where r is the rank of G and the mi are the exponents of G. Since one is always an
exponent of G, we set m1 = 1 and there is natural quadratic differential in the first
slot. Considering the quadratic differential as a cotangent vector to Teichmu¨ller
space T , we can instead consider bundle BG over Teichmu¨ller space whose fibers
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are
r⊕
i=2
H0(Σ,Kmi+1),
and consider the Hitchin representation corresponding to Σ ∈ T and holomorphic
sections of the form
(0, σ2, . . . , σr), σi ∈ H0(Σ,Kmi+1).
This forms a map from BG to the Hitchin component. For G = PSL(n+ 1,R), we
have each exponent mi = i and Labourie proved this map is surjective [48]. This
surjectivity was extended to several other groups by Baraglia [1].
In the case of G = PSL(3,R), we have m2 = 1 and so BG has fibers H0(Σ,K3).
Labourie has shown that the Hitchin’s cubic differential is up to a constant the same
as the cubic form from the hyperbolic affine sphere, and that the corresponding map
H : BG → Rep(π1Σ, G)
is a homeomorphism [47]. The proof heavily involves the machinery of the affine
differential geometry: A Hitchin representation determines a convex RP2 structure
by [21]. The convex RP2 structure induces a hyperbolic affine sphere, which comes
with a conformal structure and a holomorphic cubic differential [54, 45, 47]. This
conformal structure and cubic differential (up to a constant) coincide with Hitchin’s.
Labourie [46] and Goldman-Wentworth [33] conjecture that this map H is a
homeomorphism for general G. This is an open question except in the case of
G = PSL(2,R) and G = PSL(3,R).
In his thesis, Baraglia has investigated Hitchin representations for the other rank-
2 simple Lie groups PSp(4,R) and G2 [1]. In this case, Hitchin’s Higgs bundles can
be shown to correspond to the Toda lattice theory much as we have explained above.
Baraglia also explains the case of PSL(3,R) from the point of view of the Toda
theory, and thus offers a new perspective in addition to [54, 45, 47]. In particular,
Baraglia has developed a theory of quartic differentials for Hitchin representations
into PSp(4,R), and a theory of sextic differentials for Hitchin representations into
the split real form of G2. The Toda theory for compact real forms has been applied
to minimal surfaces in [8]. The geometry behind Toda-type representations for
other real forms of general simple Lie groups is not well-developed.
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